Suggestions of a Deep Learning Based Automatic Text Annotation System for Agricultural Sites Using GoogLeNet Inception and MS-COCO
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Abstract—Image recognition methodologies for use by agricultural (agri-) workers, managers, technicians, researchers, and unliving targets (e.g., harvests, agri-tools) have attracted significant interest. Currently, the most common approaches use various real-time visual analyses and recorded data-based analyses at outdoor and indoor agri-sites. However, recent Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based studies have proposed diverse automatic camera-based awareness systems with text-annotation. Although some systems have included monitoring and identification tools for the aforementioned agri-fields, their captioning abilities and accuracy levels have been insufficient for practical usage. Thus, further improvements have increased the accuracy by incorporating computing based on recent deep learning methodologies, particularly utilizing recent open services provided by huge IT companies, such as Google or Microsoft. Deep learning based analysis systems sometimes pick up on and highlight hidden, subtle points that a human may fail to notice. Thus, we develop deep learning based auto-annotating systems for Japanese small- to middle-sized indoor and outdoor agri-working sites and workers. We use visual data sets with a variety of real and common Japanese-styled agri-tools. We statistically analyze the obtained data and compare the comments obtained from experienced agri-workers. Our results confirm the systems’ utility, validity, and limitations.

Index Terms—automatic annotating from pictures, neural image captioning, deep learning, TensorFlow, CNN, GoogLeNet inception, MS-COCO

I. INTRODUCTION

Agricultural (agri-) informatics researchers and manufacturers have developed diverse visual analyses-based techniques to improve the utility of existing agri-machines (e.g., automatic harvesting systems and tractors) and enhance the security level of agri-workers.

These achievements in academic and business fields have already reached sufficient levels for real-world application in agri-fields and can output a large amount of positive results [1]-[9]. Existing visual data-based analysis methods have focused on harvests, weeds, forests, farmers, and other various targets [8]-[12].

However, we focus on automatic captioning (annotation) systems [9]-[10] utilizing deep learning, such as those using recent open services provided by huge IT companies (e.g. Google, Microsoft). Currently, these are insufficient, particularly for traditional Japanese workers, for whom there are no studies.

AI-based technologies continue to be developed [11]-[23]. In light of this background and considering future expansions, we develop a visual data-based analysis and service system using deep learning to support agri-informatics researchers, manufacturers, managers, and workers.

II. METHODS

A. Field

This study examines the agr-workers using agri-tools in traditional Japanese small- to middle-sized (1) outdoor farms and (2) indoor warehouses for storage and drying harvests, after consultation with real farmers.

B. Target

For the visual data used in this study, we captured and aggregated original pictures from non-specific outdoor farmlands for test data. The target subjects were agri-workers with 1-5 years’ experience. Prior to the visual data collection, we consulted agri-managers and workers to mitigate the difficulties in handling dozens of samples in the farmlands. First, we captured the following three categories of picture data using a digital video camera: CANON 410f ixy (CANON Inc., Japan):

1) “Cultivating a field using a hoe” (Pictures captured workers cultivating agri-fields using a traditional Japanese hoe in the semi-standing posture in an outdoor farmland: n = 31),

2) “Harvesting vegetables” (Pictures captured workers harvesting vegetables in the sitting posture in an outdoor farmland: n = 13),
3) “Hanging harvests” (Pictures captured workers hanging harvests with changing postures (standing and sitting) in warehouses: n = 13).

Table I summarizes these categories, and their formats and sizes were uniformed and standardized before the main computation.

Next, to support price Neural Image Captioning, we used free open picture datasets from MS-COCO (Microsoft Common Objects in Context) distributed by Microsoft Inc. The datasets contain more than 300,000 text-captioned pictures, totaling about 20GB. Users can download the pictures from Microsoft websites. We also used STAIR Caption from STAIR Lab, Inc., Japan, which includes Japanese translations of English MS-COCO captions. We captured and accumulated several sets of video visual data at outdoor and indoor traditional Japanese agri-working sites, which we utilized in our experiments.

### TABLE I. TARGETS, THEIR DESCRIPTION, AND THREE SETS OF SQUARE SAMPLE PICTURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target (Case)</th>
<th>Description of Target</th>
<th>Sample picture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Cultivating a field using a hoe</td>
<td>Cultivating agri-fields using a hoe in the semi-standing posture in an outdoor farmland</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Sample picture" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Harvesting vegetables</td>
<td>Harvest vegetables in the sitting posture in an outdoor farmland</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Sample picture" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Hanging harvests</td>
<td>Hanging harvests with changing posture (standing and sitting) in a warehouse</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Sample picture" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Computing

We used AVI2JPG to input and save pictures obtained using a digital video camera, and we applied recent TensorFlow-based programs to automatically create and present adequate descriptive captions for the obtained pictures. For the captioning, we coded and used python 3.6 language-based program sets, which is a common language used for deep learning.

There are currently several open Machine Learning platforms, including (1) Amazon Web Services, (2) Microsoft Azure, (3) Google Cloud Platform, and (4) IBM Bluemix. The main services of these platforms are Computer Vision Application Programming Interface (API), Text Analytics API, and Language Understanding Intelligent Service. The characteristics of these platforms are (A) users can use their high-spec development environments including GPUs, (B) the aforementioned global companies have already executed their original machine-learnings with huge amounts of data on high-powered computers, and opened the results to global users, saving time and expense (with access becoming cheaper or free), and (C) users can utilize them irrespective of their location and social status. In this study, we used Google Cloud Platform. As of June 2019, many open models were used mainly for transfer learning, including GoogLeNet’s Inception-v1 to Inception-v4, ResNet-v1 series to ResNet-v2 series, VGG 16 & 19, MobileNet-v1 series and NASNet series. We selected GoogLeNet Inception-v3 (Google Inc., the U.S.) for transfer learning with Microsoft Common Objects in Context (MS-COCO). For our approach, we used these open-systems and our original picture sets because of the relatively long computational time required for machine learning.

Table I presents the classified captured pictures in the respectively named data folders. However, for the research field, in many cases, where past pictures are used for learning, and they are quite different to current trials, their analyzed characteristic points and values cannot be used directly for practical uses.

Figure 1. Architectures of different evaluated ConvNets. (Purple boxes indicate that the layers from the features were extracted where ConvNets was used for feature extraction).
According to current academic trends and past results, our methodology is adequate in the agricultural informatics field. Fig. 1-Fig. 6 show the flow of this study’s computing as follows. Fig. 1 presents the architectures of the different ConvNets evaluated in this work, Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the Inception module, Fig. 3 shows the flow of the created practical model, Fig. 4 shows the flow of the training model, Fig. 5 shows the flow of the main model, and Fig. 6 presents the flowchart for the computing model. The practical study process comprised the following four steps:

1) Obtain pictures and movie data from the target area farmlands,
2) Analyze the data using our programs (we have confirmed the diverse adequacies of functions in advance),
3) Check the recognition accuracy, and
4) Discuss the validities of annotation data with an agri-worker with seven years’ experience. Concerning the deep learning model, we focus on Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)-based analyses.

**Figure 2. Architecture of inception module.**

**Figure 3. Flow of the created practical model.**

**Figure 4. Flow of the training model.**

**Figure 5. Flow of the main model.**

### 2. Reading and inputting “TF (TensorFlow) Record” format data files

1. Execute “TF (TensorFlow) Record” format parse
2. Iterate dataset, obtaining factors from iterator
3. Execute “Tensor,” and show picture images
Considering similar past trials [16]-[23], in this study, we made the size of the jpeg pictures uniform at 299×299 pixels (from the system’s template), and we performed a layer-oriented deep learning-based analysis. In recent years, diverse methodologies have been proposed for such deep learning-based computing targeting various visual data. We surveyed and used the latest TFRecords’ (TensorFlow Records’) data manipulation framework and various peripheral programs, libraries, and packages because of their successful application in past research.

III. Results

In Table II presents three caption outputs for three cases, and their ratios: ((Numbers of output captions)/(Numbers of all data))*100. The statistical results are calculated according to past studies [16]-[23].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target (Case)</th>
<th>Output Caption #1</th>
<th>Output Caption #2</th>
<th>Output Caption #3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Cultivating a field using a hoe</td>
<td>“A worker batting a substance on the ground. There are some scattered things.”</td>
<td>“A standing man leaning on a bar.”</td>
<td>“A standing man holding a bar.” 12.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Harvesting vegetables</td>
<td>“On wild ground, a sitting man arranging goods.”</td>
<td>“A sitting man setting garbage on the floor.”</td>
<td>“This person is suffering from disease and struggling.” 3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Hanging harvests</td>
<td>“In the dark room, this person is hanging cleaned clothes.”</td>
<td>“In the dark room, this person is exercising.”</td>
<td>“A man is squatting repetitively.” 4.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Algorism of the computing model.
IV. DISCUSSION

Table II presents the qualitative and quantitative features of the three cases. In this study, we were unable to obtain statistically sufficient volumes of visual data. For the data, we observed the limitation concerning the range of ratio values from 3.9% to 13.5%. Case 3 had the lowest average ratio (the average of 8.1%, 5.8%, and 4.4% is 6.1%), which may be because it is a rather specific, rare agri-working situation, and these pictures had the darkest and least-vivid visual colors. By contrast, Case 1 had the highest average ratio (the average of 13.5%, 13.1%, and 12.1% is 12.9%). Specifically, relating to the system’s construction, it was difficult to obtain comments that incorporated a combination of people, tools, and backgrounds. Additionally, we could not definitely determine whether the set of tools was adequate for judging. Judgements made by an agri-worker with five years’ experience suggested that these pictures could be understood using common sense, but the computational outputs of the system were likely to be wrong as they incorrectly referenced housework, exercise, or other daily movements. We believe the system could be made more efficient.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE TASKS

In this study, we constructed and demonstrated a recent TensorFlow and deep learning based visual data analyzing and captioning system targeting outdoor and indoor agri-site worker picture data. The three cases were (1) cultivating agri-fields using a hoe in the semi-standing posture, (2) harvesting vegetables in the sitting posture, and (3) hanging harvests with changing postures: standing and sitting. We captioned our originally captured picture files considering various future practical systematic usages and presented message captioning and ratios. Our successive future works will provide further validation for varieties of detected targets and background conditions. We will also check the system accuracy, long-term performance, and appropriateness for other patterns or databases. In future, we will present the results to agricultural system developers not only for agri-workers and agri-managers, but also for security guards. We hope that progressive promising methodologies will be widely applied to real agri-working sites.
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